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Expose /  
An exhibition platform 
worth keeping
Expose by Wendelbo is a new, multifunctional furniture concept 
somewhere between a coffee table, a podium and an exhibition 
platform – in short, a new way of exhibiting home accessories.  
The range was designed by Jonas Wagell, from Sweden, pursuing 
an idea to develop a table with clean lines made of exclusive 
materials, on which you can display works of art and design 
objects, and where you can hide away the things that should 
not be on public display.

Expose by Wendelbo is a new, multifunctional furniture concept somewhere between 
a coffee table, a podium and an exhibition platform – in short, a new way of exhibiting 
home accessories.  The range was designed by Jonas Wagell, from Sweden, pursuing 
an idea to develop a table with clean lines made of exclusive materials, on which you 
can display works of art and design objects, and where you can hide away the things 
that should not be on public display.

Coffee table books, small sculptures, handicrafts, antiques and vases are given a 
completely new platform with Expose. This minimalist yet extravagant range of tables 
that Jonas Wagell developed for Wendelbo are ideal as an exhibition platform for selected 
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design objects or as a base for creatively arranged still lifes. The tables, constructed 
with several layers of different materials, also allow you to store things out of sight.

The Swedish designer began by playing with paper to come up with just the right 
shape, dimensions and structure. Just as paper gains strength when folded, Jonas 
Wagell experimented with transferring that principle to a simple shape made of thin 
steel, with simple folds. 

A smoked glass tabletop sits on the steel structure of the table, giving a sense of 
transparency, while there is a marble slab as the base, adding gravitas and balance. 
Between the top and bottom is a steel shelf, which adds strength to the table and 
provides space for storing things that do not need to be on display. The shelf, which 
accounts for two-thirds of the dimensions of the table, extends to the back edge to reach 
full height on the opposite side. This creates space for books, large objects or plants.

The tables are available in three sizes that can be used separately or in a dynamic 
cluster. In the designer’s own words, Expose is a combination of minimalist form and 
international extravagance. With a mix of black lacquered steel, smoked glass and 
marble, these tables make an elegant, graphic statement.

/  Designer Jonas Wagell has created a new table concept for Wendelbo. Expose is available in 
three sizes, combining black lacquered steel, glass and marble.
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